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BOOST-INVARIANT PARTICLE PRODUCTIONIN TRANSPORT EQUATIONS�Katarzyna Bajan and Wojieh FlorkowskiThe H. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Poland(Reeived July 24, 2001)The boost-invariant tunneling of partiles along the hyperbolas of on-stant invariant time � = pt2 � z2 is inluded in the transport equationsdesribing formation of the quark�gluon plasma in strong olor �elds. Thenon-trivial solutions of the transport equations exist if the boost-invariantdistane between the tunneling partiles, measured in the quasirapidityspae � = 1=2 ln((t + z)=(t � z)), is on�ned to a �nite interval ��. Forrealisti values of �� the solutions of the transport equations show similarharateristis to those found in the standard approah, where the tunnel-ing takes plae at onstant time t. In the limit �� ! 1, the initial olor�elds deay instantaneously.PACS numbers: 25.75.�q, 05.20.Dd, 24.85.+p1. IntrodutionIn this paper we solve transport equations desribing prodution of thequark�gluon plasma in strong olor �elds. A novel feature of our approah isthe implementation of the boost-invariant tunneling along the hyperbolas ofonstant invariant time � = pt2 � z2 into the framework of the relativistikineti theory. In this way we generalize the previous results of Refs. [1�4℄.In the standard WKB desription of the tunneling proess [5, 6℄, thepartiles tunnel at �xed time t: They emerge from the vauum at a ertaindistane from eah other, and their longitudinal momenta vanish (in theenter-of-mass frame of a pair). In Refs [1�4,7℄, the WKB results were usedto �x the longitudinal-momentum dependene of the prodution rates ofquarks and gluons. The e�et of the �nite distane appearing between thetunneling partiles is more di�ult to inlude. One assumes usually that� Researh supported in part by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh(KBN), grant 2 P03B 09419. (3035)



3036 K. Bajan, W. Florkowskithis distane is small, and the non-loal harater of the tunneling proessis negleted. This approximation is not always valid. For large transversemass, the distane between the tunneling partiles may be quite substantialand should be taken into aount.The main di�ulty onneted with the non-loal features of the tunnelingonerns the ausal properties of sequential deays. In this ase one annotde�ne whih pair is produed earlier or later, whih leads to ambiguity inthe determination of the deay probabilities. Nevertheless, at very highenergies a solution to this problem exists [8℄. Assuming that the pairs areprodued at �xed invariant time � = pt2 � z2, one introdues a Lorentz-invariant sequene of pair prodution, and the requirements of ausality anbe naturally ful�lled. The tunneling of partiles along the hyperbolas ofonstant invariant time leads to �nite longitudinal momenta of the reatedpartiles. Thus, the prodution rates in the kineti equations should inludealso this extra e�et.The boost-invariant desription of the tunneling proess was the mainingredient of the simulation program used to desribe the spae�time evolu-tion of the olor-�ux tubes [9,10℄. In partiular, this program was applied inthe investigations of intermitteny [11℄ and soft photon emission [12℄. In thepresent paper the boost-invariant tunneling along the hyperbolas of onstantinvariant time is inluded in the kineti equations. In ontrast to the sim-ulation studies [11, 12℄, whih were restrited to the ase of the elementaryolor �elds, we now deal with stronger �elds. Similarities and di�erenesbetween the present approah and Refs. [1, 2℄ are disussed in detail.2. Pair prodution in strong hromoeletri �elds2.1. Boost-invariant tunnelingA semi-lassial boost-invariant desription of pair prodution in hro-moeletri �elds was introdued in Ref. [8℄. In this approah the tunnelingpartiles move along the hyperbola of onstant invariant time� =pt2 � z2: (1)If the virtual partiles start their motion at z = 0, see Fig. 1, the end pointsof the tunneling trajetory may be determined from the energy�momentumonservation lawsEf =qm2? + p2fk = F zf ; pfk = F (tf � �) : (2)Here Ef and pfk are the energy and the longitudinal momentum of thepartile at the spae�time point where it emerges from the vauum, m? is
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Fig. 1. Boost-invariant tunneling of partiles along the trajetory of onstant in-variant time � = pt2 � z2the transverse mass, and F is a onstant fore ating on the partile (in thisSetion we shall onentrate our disussion on the ase F > 0 only). Usingthe rapidity variable y we may writeEf = m? osh yf ; pfk = m? sinhyf : (3)In the analogous way we de�ne the quasirapidity variable �, whih givestf = � osh �f ; zf = � sinh�f : (4)Equations (2), (3) and (4) yield [8℄sinhyf = m?2F� ; �f = 2 yf : (5)An interesting feature of Eq. (5) is that the kinematial quantities har-aterizing the tunneling partiles depend on � , i.e., pairs with di�erentmomenta are reated at di�erent invariant times. This is an e�et of theboundary onditions whih desribe expansion of the system. For very large� , when the boundary of the �eld is far away from the enter of the systemwe reover the standard results: pfk = 0; zf = m?=F and tf = � .Although the boundary onditions hange the kinematis of the tun-neling proess, the probability of tunneling per unit volume of spae�time



3038 K. Bajan, W. Florkowskidoes not hange [8℄. Thus, we may use the well established formula for theprodution rate [5, 6, 13, 14℄dNd4x d2p? = F4�3 ����ln�1� exp���m2?F ������ : (6)Here the minus sign is appropriate for fermions (in our ase for quarks andantiquarks) and the plus sign should be used for bosons (in our ase forgluons). Eq. (6) gives the rate integrated over the longitudinal momentum.The pk-dependene may be taken into aount by the following modi�ationof (6)dNd� � p0 dNd4x d3p = F4�3 ����ln�1� exp���m2?F ������ Æ�y � � + 12�f� : (7)The prodution rate (7) is boost invariant and redues to the previous for-mula if divided by p0 and integrated over pk. Moreover, the rapidity of thepartiles whih are produed at � = �f is simply yf = 12�f , the result re-quired by the ondition of the boost-invariant tunneling disussed above. Inthe limit of large invariant times or large olor �elds we �nd �f �! 0, henethe standard formula for tunneling is reovered: the longitudinal momentaof partiles tunneling at z = 0 are zero.It is important to emphasize that the prodution rate (6) was derived fora onstant fore F [5, 6, 13, 14℄. The use of this formula in the ase of olor�elds whih are hanging in time (due to the sreening e�et) requires jus-ti�ation. The work in this diretion has been done in Refs. [15�19℄, wherea omplete �eld-theoreti treatment of this problem was performed in ele-trodynamis. The results of Ref. [19℄ show that the use of the semilassialprodution term in the transport equation is valid if a separation of di�erenttime sales an be ahieved: the time sales assoiated with quantum phaseosillations and amplitudes of pair reation should be muh smaller thanthe time sales assoiated with the osillations of the �elds. In the presentpaper we assume that suh a separation is possible.2.2. Boost-invariant variables w and vIn the next Setions we shall use the boost-invariant variables introduedin Refs [20, 21℄ u = �2 = t2 � z2; w = tpk � zE; p?; (8)and also v = Et� pk z =qw2 +m2?u : (9)



Boost-Invariant Partile Prodution in Transport Equations 3039From these two equations one an easily �nd the energy and the longitudinalmomentum of a partileE = p0 = vt+ wzu ; pk = wt+ vzu : (10)The invariant measure in the momentum spae isdP = d2p?dpkp0 = d2p?dwv : (11)In addition we havew = �m? sinh (y � �) ; v = �m? osh (y � �) : (12)Equation (12) allows us to rewrite the prodution rate in the formdNd� = p0 dNd4x d3p = F4�3 ����ln�1� exp���m2?F ������ Æ (w � w0) v ; (13)where w0 = �m? sinh (yf � �f ) = ��m? sinh��f2 � = �m2?2F : (14)2.3. Finite-size orretionsComparing Eqs (8) and (14) we �nd that the longitudinal momenta ofthe tunneling partiles at z = 0 are �m2?=(2F�). Thus, for large invarianttimes pk ! 0. On the other hand, in the limit of small invariant times pkbeomes in�nite. As we shall see in more detail in Setion 4, this divergeneleads to in�nite values of olor urrents at � = 0, and to in�nite deay rateof the initial hromoeletri �eld. The physial origin of this singularity isthe possibility of the reation of partiles at in�nite values of t and z, whihorrespond to small values of the invariant time � . In pratie, we alwaysdeal with �nite systems and suh tunneling annot take plae. In orderto take into aount suh �nite-size orretions we impose an additionalondition on the tunneling proess, namely [10℄2�f = 4Arsinh�m?2F� � < �� : (15)Here �� is a parameter whih determines the spae�time region in quasi-rapidity, j�j < ��, where the tunneling is possible. The tunneling partilesshould �t into this region, hene the distane between the emerging members



3040 K. Bajan, W. Florkowskiof a pair should be smaller than ��. As a onsequene, our �nal expressionfor the prodution rate is 1dNd� = F4�3 ����ln�1� exp���m2?F �������� �2�F sinh���4 ��m?� Æ (w � w0) v ; (16)where � is the step funtion�(x) = 1 for x > 0; �(x) = 0 for x � 0 : (17)We note that ondition (15) was also used in the simulation program [9,10℄.In that ase, the allowed region in the quasirapidity spae was determinedby the atual size of a deaying olor �ux tube. In the present study, the sizeof �� is suggested by the rapidity range aessible in the ultra-relativistiheavy-ion ollisions at SPS and RHIC. In the following, we onsider threetypial values: �� = 4; 6 and 8.3. Semi-lassial kineti equations for quark�gluon plasmaIn the Abelian dominane approximation, the equations for quarks, an-tiquarks and gluons have the form [2, 22, 23℄�p��� � g�i � F ��p��p��G�i (x; p) = dN�id� ; (18)�p��� + g�ij � F ��p��p�� ~Gij(x; p) = d ~Nijd� ; (19)where G+i (x; p) , G�i (x; p) and ~Gij(x; p) are the phase-spae densities ofquarks, antiquarks and gluons, respetively. Here g is the strong ouplingonstant, and i; j = (1; 2; 3) are olor indies. The terms on the left-hand-side desribe the free motion of the partiles and the interation of thepartiles with the mean �eld F �� . The terms on the right-hand-side de-sribe prodution of quarks and gluons due to the deay of the �eld. Thedistribution funtions G�i and ~Gij inlude the spin degeneray fators. Inthe numerial alulations we neglet the quark masses and assume thatEq. (18) holds for Nf = 3 �avors. We note that Eqs (18) and (19) do notinlude the thermalization e�ets. The latter an be taken into aount inthe relaxation time approximation (see for example Refs [24�26℄).1 We neglet here the boundary e�ets: The tunneling proesses an start from a plaelose to the edge of the system and may have not enough spae to �t into the allowedregion. Suh situations should be eliminated by introduing an additional onstraint.



Boost-Invariant Partile Prodution in Transport Equations 3041The only non-zero omponents of the tensor F �� = (F 3�� ; F 8��) are thoseorresponding to the hromoeletri �eld E, whih may be written asE = F 30= �2dhdu = �1� dhd� : (20)Here h is a funtion of the variable u = �2 only (note that E is invariantunder Lorentz boosts along the z-axis). The quarks ouple to the hromo-eletri �eld E through the harges [27℄�1 = 12  1;r13! ; �2 = 12  �1;r13! ; �3 =  0;�r13! : (21)The gluons ouple to E through the harges �ij de�ned by relation�ij = �i � �j: (22)Aording to our disussion from the previous Setion, the produtionrates of quarks and antiquarks in the hromoeletri �eld E aredN�id� = Ri(�; p?)Æ (w � wi) v; (23)where we have de�nedRi(�; p?) = �i4�3 ����ln�1� exp���p2?�i ������ � �2��i sinh���4 �� p?� ;(24)�i = (g j�i � E j � �q) � (g j�i � E j � �q) ; (25)and wi = � p2?2�i sign (�i � E) : (26)The quantity �i desribes the e�etive fore ating on the tunneling quarks.The e�et of the sreening of the initial �eld by the tunneling partiles istaken into aount by the subtration of the �elementary fore� haraterizedby the string tension �q. Similarly, for gluons we haved ~Nijd� = ~Rij(�; p?)Æ (w � wij) v; (27)



3042 K. Bajan, W. Florkowskiwhere~Rij(�; p?) = �ij4�3 ����ln�1 + exp���p2?�ij ������ � �2��ij sinh���4 �� p?� ;(28)�ij = �g ���ij � E��� �g� � �g ���ij � E��� �g� ; (29)and wij = � p2?2�ij sign ��ij � E� : (30)We note that the string tension of a tube spanned by gluons is three timesstronger than that of a quark tube, �g = 3�q [3℄.The implementation of the boost invariane in Eqs. (18) and (19) leadsus to the following form of the transport equations [2℄�G�i�� � g�i � dhd� �G�i�w = �Ri (�; p?) Æ (w � wi(�; p?)) ; (31)� ~Gij�� � g�ij � dhd� � ~Gij�w = � ~Rij (�; p?) Æ (w � wij(�; p?)) : (32)Their formal solution isG�i (�; w; p?) = �Z0 d� 0 � 0Ri �� 0; p?� Æ ��hi ��; � 0�� w � wi(� 0; p?)� ; (33)~Gij (�; w; p?) = �Z0 d� 0 � 0 ~Rij �� 0; p?� Æ ��hij ��; � 0�+ w � wij(� 0; p?)� ;(34)where �hi ��; � 0� � g�i � �h (�)� h �� 0�� ; (35)�hij ��; � 0� � g�ij � �h (�)� h �� 0�� : (36)One may notie that the distribution funtions (33) and (34) satisfy thefollowing symmetry relationsG�i (�; w; p?) = G+i (�;�w; p?) ; ~Gij (�; w; p?) = ~Gji (�;�w; p?) : (37)We note also that the time integrals in (33) and (34) reveal the non-Markovianharater of the partile prodution mehanism: the behavior of the systemat a time � is determined by the whole evolution of the system in the timeinterval 0 � � 0 � � .



Boost-Invariant Partile Prodution in Transport Equations 30434. Color urrentsEquations (18) and (19) show how the partiles behave under the in�u-ene of the �eld. In order to obtain a self-onsistent set of equations weshould have also the dynami equation for the �eld. It an be written in thefollowing Maxwell form ��F ��(x) = j�(x) + j�D(x); (38)where j� is the ondutive urrent (related to the simple fat that partilesarry olor harges �i and �ij) and j�D is the displaement urrent (induedby the tunneling of quarks and gluons from the vauum).4.1. Condutive urrentThe form of the ondutive urrent is standardj�(x) = g Z dP p� 24Nf 3Xi=1 �i �G+i (x; p)�G�i (x; p)�+ 3Xi;j=1�ij ~Gij(x; p)35 :(39)Substituting the quark and gluon distribution funtions (33) and (34) intoEq. (39), and using Eqs. (10) and (37) we �nd that j�(x) has the followingspae�time struturej�(x) = �j0(x); 0; 0; j3(x)� = [z; 0; 0; t℄J (�) ; (40)whereJ (�)= 2gu Z d2p?dw wv 24Nf 3Xi=1 �iG+i (�; w; p?) + 3Xi>j �ij ~Gij (�; w; p?)35 :(41)The use of the expliit form of the distribution funtions Gi and ~Gij inEq. (41) givesJ (�) = �2gNfu 3Xi=1 �i �Z0 d� 0 � 0 Z d2p?Ri (� 0; p?) [�hi � wi(p?; � 0)℄q[�hi � wi(p?; � 0)℄2 + p2?u�2gu 3Xi>j �ij �Z0 d� 0 � 0 Z d2p? ~Rij (� 0; p?) [�hij � wij(p?; � 0)℄q[�hij �wij(p?; � 0)℄2 + p2?u :(42)



3044 K. Bajan, W. Florkowski4.2. Displaement urrentThe struture of the displaement urrent is less obvious. One an �ndthe form of j�D through the analysis of the energy and momentum onser-vation laws for both the matter (quarks and gluons) and the �eld��T ��matter(x) + ��T ���eld(x) = 0: (43)The � = 0 omponent of this equation gives for the �eld part��T �0�eld = ��t �12E2� = E ��E�t = �F 30 � �F 03�t ; (44)and for the matter part��T �0matter = �gF �� � Z dP p0 p� �p� 24Nf 3Xi=1 �i �G+i �G�i �+ 3Xi;j=1�ij ~Gij35+Z dP p0 24Nf 3Xi=1 �dN+id� + dN�id� �+ 3Xi;j=1 d ~Nijd� 35 ; (45)where we used Eqs. (18) and (19). Using the last results we may writeF 30 � �F 03�t = F 30 � g Z dP p3 24Nf 3Xi=1 �i �G+i �G�i �+ 3Xi;j=1�ij ~Gij35+F 30 � Z dP "Nf 3Xi=1 p0�i�i � F 30 �dN+id� + dN�id� �+ 3Xi>j p0�ij�ij � F 30  d ~Nijd� + d ~Njid� !35 : (46)Similarly, we may analyze the � = 3 omponent of Eq. (43). The onlu-sion is that the �eld equations (38) represent a su�ient ondition for theonservation of energy and momentum if the displaement urrent has thestruture j�D(x) = �j0D(x); 0; 0; j3D(x)� = [z; 0; 0; t℄J D (�) (47)where JD (�) = Nf�2 3Xi=1 �i�i � E Z dw d2p?�dN+id� + dN�id� �+ 1�2 3Xi>j �ij�ij � E Z dw d2p? d ~Nijd� + d ~Njid� ! : (48)



Boost-Invariant Partile Prodution in Transport Equations 3045Integration over w in Eq. (48) an be easily doneJD (�) = 2Nf�2 3Xi=1 �i�i � E Z d2p?qw2i + p2?u Ri (�; p?)+ 2�2 3Xi>j �ij�ij � E Z d2p?qw2ij + p2?u ~Rij (�; p?) : (49)We note that the form of Eqs (40) and (47) implies that both the on-dutive and displaement urrents are onserved separately�� j�(x) = 0 ; �� j�D(x) = 0 : (50)We also note that the integral over p? is restrited by ondition (15), impli-itly inluded in Ri and ~Rij. If we did not use our �nite-size orretion, thedisplaement urrent would diverge at small � , JD(�) � ��2, and the �eldequation would be singular, ompare Eq. (51). In the standard ase (withzero longitudinal momenta of the tunneling partiles and with no �nite-sizeorretions), the quantities wi and wij are zero, hene JD(�) � ��1 forsmall � , and the �eld equation is regular in the limit � ! 05. Field equationsWith the all substitutions required by the boost invariane, the �eldequation (38) may be written asdE (�)d� = �� [J (�) +JD (�)℄ (51)or d2h (�)d�2 = 1� dh (�)d� + �2 [J (�) +JD (�)℄ : (52)This is an integro-di�erential equation for the funtion h (�), beause theondutive urrent J (�) depends not only on h (�) but also on all the valuesof h(� 0) for 0 � � 0 � � . Eq. (52) has to be solved numerially step by stepfor given initial values. These are taken in the form [2, 3℄h(0) = 0 ; 1� dhd� (0) = �E0=�r2�g�r2kq : (53)Here the Gauss law has been used to determine the initial strength of thehromoeletri �eld E0 in terms of the transverse radius of the olor-�ux-tube(�r2= 1 fm2), the string tension (�g = 3�q = 3 GeV/fm), and the number of



3046 K. Bajan, W. Florkowskiolor harges k. Sine the exhange of olor harges at the initial stage of aheavy-ion ollision leads to the olor �elds spanned by gluons [28℄, we assumethat q is one of the gluon olor harges �ij. In pratie we take q = �12,so only the third omponent of the hromoeletri �eld, E(3), is present inour numerial alulations. The solution of Eq. (52) is independent of theinitial ondition for h (�) beause of the anellations onneted with thegauge transformation whih leaves E unhanged.

Fig. 2. Time dependene of the hromoeletri �eld for di�erent values of k. Themaximal quasirapidity interval allowed for tunneling is �xed, ��=6.

Fig. 3. Time dependene of the hromoeletri �eld for di�erent values of ��. Theinitial �eld strength is �xed, k = 3.



Boost-Invariant Partile Prodution in Transport Equations 3047In Fig. 2 we plot the time dependene of the hromoeletri �eld, asalulated from Eqs (52) and (53) for di�erent values of the parameter k.The maximal allowed quasirapidity interval �� is 6 in this ase. We observethe �eld osillations with the frequeny growing with k. The shape of theosillations is almost idential to those found before in Ref. [2℄. Clearly, themodi�ation of the tunneling proess does not a�et the �eld behavior inthis ase. In Fig. 3 we show the time dependene of the �eld for the �xedinitial strength, k = 3, and for di�erent values of��. In the three onsideredases, �� = 4, 6 and 8, the �eld osillations are very similar. Looking inmore detail, we observe that with inreasing ��, the hromoeletri �elddereases faster at the very initial stage of the proess, i.e., for 0 < � < 0:1fm. Later the derease of the �eld is weaker and for � � 0:3 fm the values ofthe hromoeletri �elds are approximately the same for di�erent values of��. For longer times one may notie that the period of the �eld osillationsis slightly longer for larger values of �� � a faster initial deay of the �eldauses a faster bak reation of the indued urrents, and the subsequentslow down of the deay.6. Energy density and pressure of the plasmaThe energy�momentum tensor of the quark�gluon plasma has a strutureT ��matter = [" (�) + P (�)℄u�u� � P (�) g�� ; (54)where in our two-dimensional modelu� = 1� (t; z) : (55)It is important to emphasize that in our ase the standard form of theenergy�momentum tensor, Eq. (54), does not follow from the assumptionof the loal thermodynami equilibrium, but it is a diret onsequene ofthe boost-invariane. Eq. (54) an be derived diretly from the de�nition ofthe energy�momentum tensor with the help of the symmetry relations (37).The onservation law (43) together with Eq. (54) implydd� �" (�) + 12E2(�)� = �" (�) + P (�)� : (56)In the absene of the �elds Eq. (56) is redued to the Bjorken equationdesribing the evolution of the energy density in a boost-invariant hydro-dynami model [29℄. On the other hand, negleting the expansion e�ets,desribed by the term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (56), we obtain thesimple onservation law for the total energy of the �eld and matter.



3048 K. Bajan, W. FlorkowskiThe non-equilibrium energy density " and the non-equilibrium pressureP are " (�) = 1u Z d2p? dw v 24Nf 3Xi=1 �G+i +G�i �+ 3Xi;j=1 ~Gij35 (57)and P (�) = 1u Z d2p? dw w2v 24Nf 3Xi=1 �G+i +G�i �+ 3Xi;j=1 ~Gij35 : (58)The time dependene of the energy density " (�), following from Eq. (57),is shown in Figs 4 and 5. In Fig. 4 we �x the maximal quasirapidity interval�� = 6 and show the results for di�erent strengths of the initial �eld, k = 2,3 and 5. We observe that the energy density grows very rapidly and reahesmaximum at a fration of a fermi. Later the energy density dereases, whihis an e�et onneted with the longitudinal expansion of the system, imposedby the boost invariane. The maximal values of the energy density are verylose to those found in Ref. [2℄. In Fig. 5 we show the results for the �xedinitial value of the �eld, k = 3, and for di�erent quasirapidity intervals,�� = 4, 6 and 8. It is interesting to observe that with inreasing valuesof �� the maximal energy density gets smaller. This behavior is onnetedwith the time dependene of the hromoeletri �eld. For larger values of

Fig. 4. Time dependene of the energy density of the plasma, Eq. (57), for di�erentvalues of k and �� =6.
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Fig. 5. Time dependene of the energy density of the plasma for di�erent values of�� and k = 3.�� the deay of the �eld is slower (exept for the very beginning of thedeay proess) and the growth of the energy density is weaker.We have heked that our numerially evaluated funtions "(�) and P (�)obey Eq. (56). The time-dependene of the non-equilibrium pressure P (�) isdepited in Figs 6 and 7. One an notie that the minima of P (�) orrespondto the extremes of the hromoeletri �eld. At these points the longitudinalmomenta of the partiles pratially vanish and the �eld is the strongest.

Fig. 6. Time dependene of the pressure of the plasma, as de�ned by Eq. (58),k = 2; 3; 5 and �� = 6.
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Fig. 7. Time dependene of the pressure of the plasma, k = 3 and �� = 4, 6, 8.This behavior reminds osillations of a simple string. Another interestingfeature of the proess disussed here is that the ratio P (�) =" (�) osillatesaround the mean value P=" � 1=3, whih orresponds to the equilibriumlimit. Imposing ondition P=" = 1=3 in Eq. (56) we may treat this expressionas an equation determining " (the time dependent hromoeletri �eld entershere as the only input). We have found that the solutions of this equationare very good approximations of the exat solutions shown in Figs 4 and 5.7. ConlusionsIn this paper, the boost invariant tunneling has been inorporated intothe framework of the kineti theory desribing prodution of the quark�gluon plasma in strong olor �elds. Our desription of the tunneling proessinludes the e�et of a �nite spae-like distane formed between the parti-les. Suh a distane appears, sine the energy and momentum onservationlaws should be satis�ed loally during the tunneling. In our approah, thepartiles emerging from the vauum have �nite longitudinal momenta, whihis a diret onsequene of the tunneling along the trajetories of onstantinvariant time.We restrit the possibility of reation of pairs at very large distanes(in order to retain the boost-invariane of the system, this ondition is for-mulated in the quasirapidity spae). In this way we mimi the onstraintsimposed by the fat that total energies of the realisti systems are �nite.We �nd that the �nite-size orretions are ruial to have non-trivial so-
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